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MOUNT LAUREL — For nearly half a century, the
Hovnanian family has been constructing homes
from the ground up.

Now brothers Stephen and Peter Hovnanian are
building a company that develops and sells
products good to the Earth.

JSH international -- named for their late father, Jirair
S. Hovnanian -- offers food-service, wastewater and
agricultural products derived from a patented peat
extraction process brought to the market by the
elder Hovnanian.

"It all goes back to our dad," Peter Hovnanian says.
"He was a visionary and an innovator."

That foresight was well timed. While new home sales
are still in a slump, renewable energy and green
products are on the upswing.

"Diversification has always been part of our
thinking," Stephen Hovnanian says. "Except before,
the product was different kinds of housing. Now, it's
JSH international."

The first of the three lines, Greenovative
Technologies, breaks down fats, oils and grease in
traps and pipes and is being marketed to a variety of
companies, from Yum! Brands restaurant group to
health care systems to universities.

Produx's Biological Activity Enhancer stimulates
microorganisms used in wastewater treatment, a
process that converts waste to energy without
chemicals or polymers.

Landis Sewerage Authority in Vineland has used BAE
for several years and reports a 28-percent increase
in energy produced by microorganisms that are
used in the conversion of methane to electricity.

Cinnaminson Sewerage Authority introduced BAE
almost five years ago, says Bill Yannarella, assistant
superintendent. The plant reports annual savings of
$100,000 in operational costs and sludge hauling.

Nature's Wonder APEX-10 is an organic liquid that
strengthens plants by stimulating healthy root
growth. One of its first applications was the
landscaping planted at ABC's "Extreme Makeover:
Home Edition" in Camden in 2007, in which
Hovnanian built a home for a needy father and his
children.

Joseph's Landscaping & Irrigation of Williamstown
still is using the product. Pete Haran, director of
operations, said the company has reduced plant
loss by 50 percent, saving Joseph's the expense of
the labor and materials needed to replace them.

Jirair Hovnanian used the product in his home
garden, where he grew the idea of using a peat
extract as the basis for a number of green products.
In essence, the product works by stimulating
healthy microorganisms found in soil and other
organic material.

Hovnanian died in 2007, but his sons took up the
standard, pumping their money and private
investment into research and development.

"Dad looked at this benevolently, in terms of the
good it could provide," Peter Hovnanian says.

The brothers said they have invested millions in the
enterprise but declined to provide specific figures.

To lead JSHi, they brought in Kevin Mulvi-hill, who
first met the brothers 40 years ago.
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"Each of the products has the potential to have a
substantial positive effect on our lands and water,"
he says.

Mulvihill and the eight-member JSHi team work in
the Birchfield development here, a mixed-use,
Hovnanian-built community that also is
headquarters of the homebuilding company.

The products are manufactured in a plant in Ohio
and are sold business-to-business.

Homebuilding will continue to be the brothers' core
business. Still, they see vast potential in JSHi.

"We have a rocket ship in the silo and all the rockets
are firing, straight up to the moon," Stephen
Hovnanian says.

Reach Eileen Smith at or eismith@camden.gannett.
com
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Peter Hovnanian (from left), Kevin Mulvihill and Stephen
Hovnanian are seen with some of the Earth-friendly products
developed by JSH international. (DOUGLAS BOVITT/Courier-
Post)
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Kevin Mulvihill discusses the company's products as Peter
Hovnanian (left) and Stephen Hovnanian listen. Millions of dollars
have been invested in the enterprise. (DOUGLAS
BOVITT/Courier-Post)
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